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Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the Regional Director for the Eastern 

Mediterranean to the first Global Vaccine Store Management Training Course. I wish particularly 

to welcome colleagues from WHO headquarters and other regional offices⎯AFRO, PAHO, 

SEARO and EURO⎯as well as colleagues from UNICEF and country offices, our friend from 

Marmara University and all participants from different parts of the world. I would like also to 

take this opportunity to thank the Government of Oman for hosting this workshop, and to 

congratulate our colleagues from Oman for the achievements of their programme which led to the 

selection of Oman as one of the first WHO accredited training centres. Indeed the choice of 

Oman for this training course is both logical and appropriate. Oman has a solid and unbeatable 

record in continuing to maintain a high population coverage rate by quality vaccine services that 

are delivered through a well-managed EPI system. 
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Dear colleagues, 

 

The situation of the vaccination programme differs among the countries of this Region, as 

in other regions in accordance with the variation in development and socioeconomic diversity 

of the countries. Many countries successfully eradicated poliomyelitis years ago, while others 

are still struggling to raise the vaccination coverage to 80%. We believe, however, that most of 

the problems preventing the programmes from fully achieving their targets in the field of 

vaccination are of managerial origin. In this regard, an effective vaccine management system is 

a priority in some of the countries of the Region. Indeed, a  vaccine management system that 

includes logistics and vaccine cold chain is the backbone of the immunization programmes. 

Without a sound vaccine management system all the efforts of the vaccination programme are 

wasted. We have to ensure that potent and adequate vaccines reach the children and women 

who need them. This entails a variety of disciplines and requires tremendous effort and 

competent human resources.  

 

Dear Colleagues, 

 

In this Region we firmly believe in the Chinese proverb which says “give me a fish and I 

will eat today, teach me how to fish and I will eat every day”. Therefore, we place particular 

importance on human resource development. Our mandate is to build and maintain human 

capacity and facilitate transfer of technology by training an adequate number of managers and 

technical staff in all the countries of the Region. This will ensure that all health-related 

programmes function effectively and at full capacity under the supervision of well-trained 

national staff. 

 

The main objective of this training course is to enable the participants to tackle the 

managerial problems persisting in their programme, to give them a vision as to how to expand 

their programme to increase access and to cater for introduction of new vaccines, and to set-up 

a control system to ensure all vaccines reach the recipients in optimal condition. I am glad to 

note that the operational issues of vaccination programmes will be discussed in detail during 

this training course. You have a critical task to perform⎯to ensure that vaccines reach the 
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recipients at full potency. Not only have you to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills, but 

your commitment to the programme is of paramount importance as well. 

 

For me, it is a double pleasure to note with satisfaction that a Member State of this Region, 

Oman, has been selected as one of the global WHO accredited vaccine management training 

centres, actually the first designated centre, to conduct training courses for participants from all 

over the world. Once again, I would like to thank Dr Umit Kartoglu for selecting this Region and 

selecting Oman for this training. I also would like to thank all the participants for taking the time 

and trouble to reach here and to participate in this important training course. I hope in spite of 

your busy agenda that you still find time and opportunity to enjoy the beautiful sites and 

sceneries of Muscat and enjoy the tradition of Omani hospitality.  

 

I wish you all a comfortable stay and a pleasant time here and I wish you a safe journey 

back home. 

 

Thank you. 


